Remake is here to
disrupt the status quo
and make fashion a
force for good.
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EDUCATION
Our breaking news stories and film shorts put
a human face to the 70+ million women who
are on the frontlines of fashion’s human rights
abuses. Our university partnerships,
interactive workshops, and campaigns,

our 700+ ambassadors and
world-wide community to take action.
empower
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You’re invited to join Remake’s

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP CIRCLE
Valued at $2.6 trillion, the fashion industry is produced, marketed and made proﬁtable
by women — yet, it is this same industry that is a breeding ground for disparities in
women’s rights.
85% of Parsons’ graduating designers are women. The same holds true for the Fashion
Institute of Technology. Yet, at the C-suite level, the gender balance shifts: men take
over. At the other end of the supply chain, the patterns are similar. 80% of the people
who make our clothes are women in their early twenties. Yet most factory supervisors
and managers are men.
Fast fashion disempowers women

ADVOCACY
Our campaigns to #PayHer have recouped
billions in wage theft from the fashion

We have built a coalition of 15 civil
society organizations working together to make
living wages and gender justice in fashion a
reality.
industry.

Women are the backbone of this trillion dollar industry; yet, remain hidden from our
collective consciousness. Increasingly, models and inﬂuencers have bravely come forth
to share their #metoo stories. Though not in the public eye, these experiences are
mirrored by the makers of our clothes. Stories of pervasively low wages, sexual
harassment, assault, and pregnancy discrimination are commonplace in the factories
where our clothing is made by underpaid and unprotected women.
women.

TOGETHER, LET’S CHANGE FASHION
Launching in 2021, Remake Women’s Leadership Circle, invites ten women fashion
leaders — designers, models, fashion brand CEOs, and philanthropists — to invest
$50,000 to sustain our fast growing for women, by women Movement.
In joining our Women’s Leadership Circle, you’ll help fund a large part of the change
we hope to see in the fashion industry. Let’s change the world together.

The Remake Women’s Leadership
Circle is a unique opportunity to:
➢
➢
➢

Invest in the next generation of women leaders
Catalyze the fashion industry to do more good
Connect with visionaries to change fashion

Where Your Donation Goes:
20% Operations
80% Programming

Ayesha Barenblat / ayesha@remake.world

Remake.world / @remakeourworld
Remake.world / @remakeourworld

